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Van Morrison is one of a handful of truly iconic twentieth century artists. Along with Bob Dylan, he
was one of the first contemporary lyricists to infuse a serious poetic sensibility into popular music. A
colossal influence on a wide range of fellow musicians, he has been a singular beacon of artistic
integrity, soulful conviction and musical excellence.One of the greatest singer/songwriters of all
time, Morrison has been following his muse in an uncompromising way since the early Sixties. He
has explored soul, jazz, blues, rhythm & blues, rock and roll, Celtic folk, pop balladry and more,
forging a distinctive amalgam that has Morrisonâ€™s unvarnished passion at its core. He has
referred to his music as &#147;Caledonia soul,â€• reflecting his deep immersion in American roots
music and Ulster-Scots.This personal selection of what Morrison himself has judged to be his most
important and enduring lyrical work will stand as a landmark public statement from an otherwise
intensely private artist, an intimate and very intentional view onto what Morrison himself esteems as
his creative contribution. The introduction by Eamonn Hughes, of Queenâ€™s University, Belfast,
gives a career-long overview of the creative influences Morrison has absorbed and channeled
through the years, and the forewords by poet David Meltzer and novelist Ian Rankin provide an
appreciation of the writerâ€™s craft demonstrated in Morrisonâ€™s evocative, timeless lyrics.A must
for any fan, and a solid introduction to this singular, iconic talent. "'Tupelo Honey' has always
existed and Van Morrison was merely the vessel and the earthly vehicle for it."&#150;Bob Dylan"I
know of no music that is more lucid, feelable, hearable, seeable, touchable, no music you can
experience more intensely than this. Not just moments, but extended . . . periods of experience
which convey the feel of what films could be: a form or perception which no longer burls itself blindly
on meanings and definitions, but allows the sensuous to take over and grow . . . where indeed
something does become indescribable."&#150;Wim Wenders, filmmaker"No other Irish
poets-writing either in verse or in music--have come within a Honda's roar of Patrick Kavanagh and
Van Morrison"--Paul Durcan"If you've heard Morrison's marble gruff, it booms in your ears while
reading Lit Up Inside . . . a travelogue moving out of the Emerald Isle into the arms of Socrates and
Plato, Whitman and Yeats, Rembrandt and Rimbaud--Sidney Bechet, Sonny Terry, and Brownie
McGhee. Epic ballads, songs of worship, Celtic history: Lit Up Inside, a roaring jukebox of the
printed page."--Raoul Hernandez, Austin Chronicle"Irish poet W.B. Yeats once posed the question
'How can we know the dancer from the dance.' He suggested that they're inseparable. Much the
same might be said about Van Morrison, the contemporary Irish musician who seems at one with
his songs, though Lit Up Inside, a collection of his lyrics, provides an opportunity to be beguiled by
the words and not by the singer himself. Born in Belfast in 1945 and raised on the blues, Morrison

came of age when poetic young men turned to song to express love, loneliness, beauty. As John
Lennon, Bob Dylan and Morrison recognized, the spoken word accompanied by a guitar rocked the
world. Lit Up Inside shows that Van Morrison tells stories, creates moods and boasts the kind of
romantic imagination that soars in the work of the poets he mentions in this volume, including
Samuel Taylor Coleridge and William Blake. Morrison isn't name-dropping, only sharing the literary
heroes who inspired him."--Jonah Raskin, San Francisco Chronicle
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This collection, selected by Van Morrison, is delightful to read, and it serves well as a continuous
reference to a large part of the Morrison catalog of songs. As wonderful as the lyrics are, the two
forwords by David Meltzer and Ian Rankin and the introduction by Eammon Hughes very ably place
context to the collection. In short, this collection is a must for all fans of Van the Man and will be well
received by anyone wishing to attain a greater understanding of one of the best and most prolific
English-speaking singer songwriters of the past 50-plus years.

Great addition to my Van Morrison collection. One of the all-time great song writers and performers
in history.

Love 'Lit Up Inside: Selected Lyrics' by Van Morrison, the newly published book. It is a treat
discovering which lyrics Van choose as important to him. My favorites are all there except for
Haunts of Ancient Peace and Queen of the Slipstream.

excellent.... after reading mixed review I awaited curiously...needless to say received it promptly and
as quiet/efficient as expected.. have mine on a stool in bedroom and amazingly quiet and dry....

If you're a fan of the Great Van Morrison like I am, you will certainly enjoy reading this collection of
some of his most wonderful songs.

Great gift for the Van Morrison lovers in my life (my parents). It's a beautiful book.

Nice collection from a prolific poet.

Nice to have lyrics of some of his songs in one volume....was hoping for more than this though!
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